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a b s t r a c t 

Diaschisis is a phenomenon observed in stroke that is defined as neuronal dysfunction in regions spared by the 

infarction but connected to the lesion site. 

We combined lesion network mapping and task-based functional MRI in 71 patients with post-stroke aphasia 

to investigate, whether diaschisis and its resolution contribute to early loss and recovery of language functions. 

Language activation acquired in the acute, subacute and chronic phase was analyzed in compartments with high 

and low normative resting-state functional connectivity to the lesion site on an individual basis. 

Regions with high compared to regions with low lesion connectivity showed a steeper increase in language 

reactivation from the acute to the subacute phase. This finding is compatible with the assumption of resolution 

of diaschisis. Additionally, language performance in the subacute phase and improvement from the subacute to 

the chronic phase significantly correlated with the diaschisis effect and its resolution, respectively, suggesting a 

behavioral relevance of this effect. 

We therefore assume that undamaged but functionally connected regions become dysfunctional due to missing 

input from the lesion contributing to the aphasic deficit. Since these regions are structurally intact, dysfunction 

resolves over time contributing to the rapid early behavioral improvement observed in aphasic stroke patients. 

Our results demonstrate that diaschisis and its resolution might be a relevant mechanism of early loss and recovery 

of language function in acute stroke patients. 
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. Introduction 

Approximately one third of all stroke patients present with ini-

ial aphasia ( Engelter et al., 2006 ; Laska et al., 2001 ; Lazar et al.,

008 ; Pedersen et al., 1995 ). The natural course of recovery is typi-

ally characterized by a rapid early language improvement followed by

 much slower recovery over months and years ( Hillis and Heidler, 2002 ;

aska et al., 2011 ; Stockert et al., 2016 ), while some patients continue

o improve even years after stroke ( Holland et al., 2017 ; Hope et al.,

017 ). There is no fix boundary between these early and late phases

nd recovery is also dependent on therapeutic interventions. However,

he rapid early improvement is mainly observed within the first days to

eeks after stroke ( Laska et al., 2011 ; Pedersen et al., 1995 ). 

Several neuronal mechanisms have been suggested to underlie

anguage recovery after stroke. These include reorganization of the

esidual language network in the left hemisphere ( Saur et al., 2006 ;
Abbreviations: LRS, Language recovery score; Rev, unintelligible reversed speech; 
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tockert et al., 2020 ; Weiller et al., 1995 ), recruitment of contralesional

ortex ( Stockert et al., 2020 ; Weiller et al., 1995 ; Xing et al., 2016 )

nd compensation by domain-general networks ( Brownsett et al., 2014 ;

eranmayeh et al., 2014 ). However, these mechanisms seem to be rel-

vant mainly in the subacute and chronic phase after stroke. Two fun-

amentally different mechanisms might be of importance for loss and

ecovery of function in the early phase post stroke. The first is reper-

usion of the ischemic penumbra ( Hillis et al., 2008 ; Hossmann, 1994 ).

he second is the phenomenon of diaschisis and its resolution. The term

iaschisis refers to a temporary neuronal dysfunction with associated

eurological deficits in regions spared by the stroke but normally con-

ected to the lesion site ( von Monakow, 1914 ). Diaschisis begins simul-

aneously with stroke onset and typically resolves over time accompa-

ied by some amount of early functional improvement ( Carrera and

ononi, 2014 ). Perfusion and electrophysiological correlates of di-

schisis in terms of lesion-remote dysfunction have been demonstrated
Sp, intelligible speech. 
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reviously ( Corbetta et al., 2005 ; DeMarco and Turkeltaub, 2020 ;

refkes et al., 2008 ; He et al., 2007 ; Kim et al., 2012 ). However, the

ontribution to loss and recovery of functions remains incompletely un-

erstood ( Carrera and Tononi, 2014 ). 

Recent methodological advances in the study of diaschisis have been

ade by Boes et al. (2015) who presented a new approach termed le-

ion network mapping. Functional networks potentially affected by the

troke lesion were identified using normative functional connectome

ata from large-scale resting-state fMRI data sets of healthy participants.

he lesion site is used as a seed for a functional connectivity analysis

nder the assumption that regions with high normative functional con-

ectivity to the lesion are most vulnerable to diaschisis ( Fox, 2018 ). Im-

ortantly, besides the individual lesion location, this approach requires

o additional specialized imaging, since connectome data from healthy

articipants is used to identify regions (formerly) connected to the le-

ion. Also, while classic lesion-behavior mapping is only informative in

egions with substantial lesion overlap, lesion network mapping is suit-

ble given widespread lesion locations and is informative in any region

otentially connected to lesions associated with the symptom of inter-

st. Using this technique, anatomical correlates of various neurological

ymptoms arising from distributed lesion locations could be identified

 Boes et al., 2015 ; Fox, 2018 ; Klingbeil et al., 2020 ; Wawrzyniak et al.,

018 ). This technique was also applied to a group of 12 patients with

on-fluent aphasia due to subcortical hemorrhage. Notably, lesion net-

orks of all patients overlapped in Broca’s region suggesting diaschi-

is effects in Broca’s area as a possible cause for aphasia in these pa-

ients ( Boes et al., 2015 ). However, the contribution of diaschisis ef-

ects to aphasia due to subcortical lesions remains a matter of debate

 Boes et al., 2015 ; Hillis et al., 2002 ; Kim et al., 2012 ; Nadeau and

rosson, 1997 ; Perani et al., 1987 ; Sebastian et al., 2014 ; Wallesch et al.,

997 ; Weiller et al., 1993 ). 

Even less is known about the role of diaschisis in the typical case

f aphasia caused by cortical lesions. Previous functional neuroimaging

tudies revealed a global breakdown of language activation in the acute

hase post stroke which then resolves over weeks ( Saur et al., 2006 )

o months ( Cappa et al., 1997 ). Subsequent reactivation of the residual

anguage network has been demonstrated to be associated with behav-

oral improvement ( Cappa et al., 1997 ; Saur et al., 2006 ; Stockert et al.,

020 ). Nevertheless, it remains an open question whether resolution of

iaschisis is the underlying mechanism that drives reactivation in the

anguage network with concomitant early language recovery in these

atients. 

In the present study, we used a novel combination of lesion network

apping based on normative resting-state functional MRI data and lon-

itudinal language fMRI in a large cohort of stroke patients with aphasia

ostly due to cortical infarcts. To identify regions that are potentially

ffected by diaschisis, we analyzed language fMRI activation acquired

n the acute, subacute and chronic phase in individually defined com-

artments with high and low functional resting-state connectivity to the

esion. We hypothesize that resolution of the acute breakdown in fMRI

anguage activation depends on connectivity to the lesion site and is

ehaviorally relevant for early language recovery. 

. Material and methods 

All experimental procedures were approved by the local ethics com-

ittees according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed con-

ent was given by each participant or her/his legal guardian. 

For a methodological overview, see Fig. 1 . In short, to operationalize

iaschisis, we calculated functional connectivity of each individual le-

ion to all other parts of the brain using resting-state fMRI scans from an

ge and sex matched normative cohort (i.e. normative lesion connectiv-

ty). A predefined mask, representing regions with potential diaschisis

ffects, was then divided into compartments with high and low norma-

ive lesion connectivity on an individual basis. We expected diaschisis

ffects especially in brain regions with high connectivity to the lesion.
2 
egions with low connectivity to the lesion served as a baseline to con-

rol for other effects like reperfusion or underactivation due to poor task

erformance. From these individual regions with high and low lesion

onnectivity, we extracted the mean fMRI effect size for intelligible >

nintelligible speech for all available measurements which were subse-

uently fed into a repeated measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA)

ith the factors lesion connectivity (high, low) and time (acute, suba-

ute, chronic). 

.1. Patients and healthy controls 

We analyzed data from 71 right-handed patients (age 58.0 ± 14.0;

9.0% male) with acute aphasia confirmed by formal testing due to

rst-ever left-hemispheric ischemic stroke taken from previous studies

rom our laboratory ( Saur et al., 2010 , 2006 ; Stockert et al., 2020 ). Pa-

ients were enrolled at the university hospitals of Hamburg (05/2003 –

2/2004; n = 13), Freiburg (06/2006 – 03/2010; n = 51) and Leipzig

06/2011 – 05/2014; n = 7), Germany (Supplementary Table 1). Ex-

lusion criteria were persisting large intracranial vessel occlusion at the

ime of first fMRI examined by transcranial color-coded duplex sonogra-

hy, severe small vessel disease, large vessel disease with hemodynamic

nfarctions, seizures, tumors, reduced general health status, preexisting

europsychological impairments (e.g., dementia), native language other

han German, severe hearing deficits, contraindications for MRI and in-

omplete/corrupt data sets due to technical or compliance problems.

ee Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 for detailed demographic informa-

ion and language testing results and Fig. 2 for a lesion overlay. Ad-

itionally, we selected 14 healthy age- and sex-matched controls (age

7.6 ± 13.6; 57.1% male) from our database. All patients were exam-

ned longitudinally up to three times: In the acute (day 0 – 3; Ø = 1.8;

 = 55), subacute (day 4 – 22; Ø = 10.7; n = 69) and chronic (day 84

696; Ø = 150.0; n = 53) phase after stroke, while controls were ex-

mined once. The definition of phases largely differs between studies

n the field. Comparisons with other studies should therefore be made

autiously. 

.2. Magnetic resonance imaging 

We used functional MRI to quantify language specific blood-

xygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal in the brain in all patients

nd healthy controls. Short German sentences (1.7 – 2.7 s) were pre-

ented under two conditions: Intelligible speech with or without a se-

antic violation (e.g., ‘The pilot flies/eats the plane.’, hence termed ‘Sp’)

nd unintelligible temporally reversed speech (e.g., ‘.enalp eht stae/seilf

olip ehT’, hence termed ‘Rev’). Stimulus presentation was performed

ith the software Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., USA,

ttps://www.neurobs.com ) in an event-related design. The actual fMRI

aradigms slightly varied between the three research sites. In paradigm

, 92 stimuli in each condition (Sp and Rev) were evenly distributed over

 sessions ( Saur et al., 2006 ; Stockert et al., 2020 ). In paradigm II, 90

timuli per condition were distributed over 3 sessions for the controls

hile patients only completed one single session with 30 stimuli per con-

ition ( Saur et al., 2008 ; Stockert et al., 2020 ). Participants were asked

o press a button with their left index finger (i) whenever a sentence was

ncorrect or reverse played (paradigm I) or (ii) following each stimulus

paradigm II). See Supplementary Table 2 for individual in-scanner per-

ormance data. Note, that all analyses in this paper are based on exten-

ive language testing performed outside the scanner (see next section).

atients and controls examined in Hamburg and Leipzig and 11 patients

xamined in Freiburg underwent paradigm I; all other patients and all

ontrols examined in Freiburg underwent paradigm II (Supplementary

able 1). 

MRI was performed at 3 Tesla scanners (Siemens Trio in Ham-

urg/Freiburg and Siemens Verio in Leipzig). Functional imaging com-

rised whole brain images acquired using an echo planar imaging

EPI) sequence (Hamburg: 115 scans per session, repetition time (TR):

https://www.neurobs.com
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Fig. 1. Methodological overview. 

See ‘Material and methods’ for explanations. Abbreviations: MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, DWI = diffusion weighted imaging, fMRI = functional MRI, ROIs = regions of 

interest, rmANOVA = repeated measurements analysis of variance. 

Fig. 2. Lesion overlay 

Overlay of lesions of 71 patients with aphasia due to ischemic stroke with a maximum overlap of 37. Color indicates number of patients with a lesion in that voxel. Axial 

coordinates refer to MNI space. 
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.83 s, echo time (TE): 25 ms, voxel size: 3 mm isotropic; Freiburg: 115

paradigm II: 260] scans per session, TR: 2.19 s, TE: 30 ms, voxel size:

 mm isotropic; Leipzig: 115 scans per session, TR: 1.89 s, TE: 25 ms,

oxel size: 3 mm isotropic). 

Additional MRI scans for anatomical reference and for lesion delin-

ation included usual T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acqui-

ition with gradient echo (MPRAGE), T2-weighted fluid attenuated in-

ersion recovery (FLAIR) as well as diffusion weighted EPI sequences. 

. Language testing 

All patients were behaviorally characterized using the Aachen apha-

ia test (AAT, Huber et al., 1984 ) This multidimensional test in-

ludes formal rating of spontaneous speech (semi-standardized inter-

iew), comprehension (token test, auditory picture matching task, read-

ng), repetition (phonemes, monosyllabic words, compound words, loan

ords, sentences), picture naming (simple objects, colors, compound

ords, situations) and written language (writing, combining words,

eading). 

Based on these subtests, we computed the language recovery score

LRS). This index score represents overall language performance at the

ifferent time points and allowed us to restrict the number of statistical

ests to a reasonable amount. The LRS was defined as the sum of all AAT

ubscores divided by the maximum possible score. Behavioral scores

ere available from 54/55 acute, 67/69 subacute and 50/53 chronic

easurements (see Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 2). 

Language recovery scores significantly improved from the acute to

he subacute and from the subacute to the chronic measurement (paired

-tests, n = 51/50, both p < 0.001). The slope was significantly steeper
3 
rom the acute to the subacute than from the subacute to the chronic

easurement (paired t -test, n = 41, p < 0.001). 

.1. Normative sample 

Resting-state fMRI scans obtained from 42 age and sex matched

age 59.4 ± 12.5; 54.8% male, all right handed) healthy participants

not to be confused with the healthy controls) were used to iden-

ify functional brain networks potentially affected by the patient’s fo-

al lesions in terms of a functional diaschisis effect. This data was

btained from the Enhanced Nathan Kline Institute Rockland Sam-

le ( http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/enhanced/ , Nooner et al.,

012 ). Scans were acquired on Siemens Trio 3 Tesla scanners. Resting-

tate fMRI was obtained using a multiband EPI sequence (TR 1.4 s,

E 30 ms, multiband factor: 4, voxel size: 2 mm isotropic, duration:

0 min). Structural T1-weighted images for anatomical reference were

cquired with a MPRAGE sequence. 

. Data analysis 

.1. Lesion delineation 

Lesions were manually delineated using MRIcron (ver. 2MAY2016,

ttps://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron ) on the most appropriate avail-

ble scan (typically acute DWI, subacute FLAIR or chronic T1-weighted

can). Fig. 2 provides the lesion overlay of all patients. Lesions of all ex-

ept for two patients showed cortical involvement (see also SI Table 1 ).

http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/enhanced/
https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mricron
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Fig. 3. Behavioral recovery 

Behavioral recovery of all patients. Colored plots in the background represent all available individual language recovery scores (LRS). The black line represents the 

group mean. Error bars denote standard error of the mean (SEM). Note that the chronic measurement of five patients is beyond the range of the x-axis for display 

purposes. 

Table 1 

Repeated measures analysis of variance of fMRI 

activation and post-hoc tests. 

Effect F-value p-value 

Lesion connectivity 0.38 n.s. 

Time 6.01 0.004 

Time x Lesion connectivity 3.38 0.038 

Effect t-value p-value 

Time 

subacute > acute 3.6 < 0.001 

chronic > acute 2.4 0.011 

chronic > subacute − 0.9 n.s. 

Time x Lesion connectivity 

subacute > acute x high > low 2.2 0.015 

chronic > acute x high > low 1.5 n.s. 

chronic > subacute x high > low − 1.3 n.s. 

Longitudinal data from 44 patients was analyzed 

with regard to the factors time (acute, subacute, 

chronic) and lesion connectivity (high, low). We 

report results of F-Tests regarding both factors and 

their interaction. Post-hoc t-tests were performed 

for factors and interactions explaining a signif- 

icant amount of variance. Bonferroni-correction 

was used to account for multiple comparisons. Re- 

ported p-values are uncorrected. Abbreviations: 

F/t-value = test statistic, p-value = probability 

value (one-tailed), n.s. = not significant. 
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.2. Preprocessing 

Analysis of fMRI data was performed with Statistical Parametric

apping (SPM12, v7487, Wellcome Trust centre for Neuroimaging, Lon-

on) and in-house tools with Matlab (2018b, MathWorks). We discarded

he first four functional scans to allow for magnetic field saturation, ap-

lied slice time correction (sinc interpolation) and motion correction

two pass realignment using a least squares approach and a rigid body

patial transformation with six degrees of freedom). The structural T1-

eighted image was coregistered (objective function: normalized mu-

ual information) to the mean functional image and segmented using
4 
he unified segmentation approach ( Ashburner and Friston, 2005 ). For

atients, individual lesions were masked out prior to segmentation. Seg-

entation resulted in individual tissue probability maps and a nonlinear

eformation field which was used to spatially normalize and resample

ll functional scans (4th degree B-spline interpolation to a voxel size

f 3 × 3 × 3 mm 

3 for the event-related fMRI and 2 × 2 × 2 mm 

3 for

he resting-state fMRI) and lesion masks (1 × 1 × 1 mm 

3 ) to the MNI152

Montreal Neurological Institute) space. To account for residual anatom-

cal variance and to improve signal-to-noise ratio, all functional images

ere convolved with an isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel with full

idth at half maximum of 8 mm for the event-related and 5 mm for the

esting-state fMRI data. 

.3. Event-related fMRI 

First level analysis was performed as a linear regression at each

oxel (mass univariate approach), using generalized least squares with

 global approximate AR(1) autocorrelation model and drift fit with Dis-

rete Cosine Transform basis (128 s cut-off). Sentences with and with-

ut semantic violation of both conditions (Sp/Rev) were modelled sep-

rately as boxcar functions (defined by sentence onset and duration)

onvolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function as imple-

ented in SPM12. The model additionally included the six motion pa-

ameters from the realignment as covariates of no interest. The contrast

f interest was the differential activation Sp > Rev representing language

pecific activation. To account for global differences in fMRI activation

agnitudes caused by the different MRI scanners and scanning param-

ters as well as the slightly different experimental paradigms, we per-

ormed a global scaling procedure. Uncorrected fMRI activation mag-

itudes showed considerable variability between sites/paradigms. We

imed to achieve comparable levels of activation across sites/paradigms.

o this end, we determined a factor proportional to the magnitudes

f fMRI activation in the group of healthy controls for each research

ite/paradigm separately. This factor was defined as the mean (per

roup/site) of the standard deviation (per control) across all voxels in

he brain for the auditory main effect (i.e. Sp + Rev > rest). This factor

as then multiplied with the number of sessions per control/patient.

ll contrast images (patients and healthy controls) were then divided

y the corresponding factor. 
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Second level analysis (for the purpose of creating a global mask

f regions potentially affected by diaschisis effects as described be-

ow) was carried out with random permutation testing ( Nichols and

olmes, 2002 ). Inference was based on cluster size (p(FWE) < 0.05)

iven a cluster-forming threshold of p < 0.005 utilizing two-sample t-

ests. The null-distribution of cluster sizes was approximated by 5000

andom permutations of the group label. 

.4. Lesion network mapping 

To identify brain networks potentially affected by the individual

esion, we used resting-state fMRI data from 42 healthy participants

 Boes et al., 2015 ; Wawrzyniak et al., 2018 ). In addition to the pre-

rocessing described for the task-based fMRI, we removed BOLD signal

ariance over time explained by the following nuisance variables using a

ultiple regression approach: motion parameters and their first deriva-

ive (as first and second order terms) and mean white matter and cere-

rospinal fluid signal (as first order terms only). Residual BOLD time se-

ies were band-pass filtered with cut-off frequencies of 0.01 and 0.08 Hz.

inally, motion scrubbing was used to further improve data quality. This

as achieved by calculation of framewise displacement (FD) defined as

aximum frame to frame movement of any voxel within a 50 mm sphere

entered in the sample volume ( Power et al., 2012 ). All volumes with

D greater than 0.5 mm were discarded. 

Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined as the gray matter portion

f the individual brain lesions. This was achieved by removing all non-

ray matter voxels from each patient’s lesion based on individual tis-

ue probability maps from the healthy participants (i.e. removing voxels

ith a gray matter probability of less than 50%). Representative BOLD

ime series for each ROI were then expressed as the first eigenvariate

 Friston et al., 2006 ) of the time series of all remaining voxels (after

xcluding gray matter) within that ROI. Lesion networks were calcu-

ated in terms of functional connectivity , that is Fisher transformed

 Fisher, 1915 ) Pearson correlation coefficients between ROI time series

nd the time series of all other voxels in the brain. Resulting connectiv-

ty maps were averaged across all resting-state fMRI datasets resulting

n one (normative) functional connectivity map for each patient’s indi-

idual lesion. 

.5. Statistic evaluation of diaschisis effects 

Our hypothesis was that regions with high normative lesion connec-

ivity might show a steeper increase in language specific activity over

ime than regions with low normative lesion connectivity. To test this

ypothesis, we created a mask representing potential candidate regions

or diaschisis effects defined by significantly less language specific acti-

ation (i.e. contrast Sp > Rev) in patients at any point in time (acute,

 = 55; subacute, n = 69; chronic, n = 53) compared to the 14 healthy

ontrols (conjunction null of two-sample t-tests, p(FWE) < 0.05 at the

luster-level, cluster forming threshold p < 0.005, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 5 A).

his mask was a priori restricted to regions with language specific ac-

ivation in the healthy controls (i.e. the main effect of Sp > Rev in

ealthy controls). For every patient, the individual lesion (expanded by

ne voxel, i.e. 3 mm) was excluded from the mask. The mask was then

ivided into two regions for every patient: one region representing the

uartile with the highest and another region representing the quartile

ith the lowest normative lesion connectivity (see Fig. 5 B and 5 C for

patial distribution of these regions on the group level). The remaining

alf of the mask was discarded. We then extracted mean individual fMRI

ffect sizes for language activation (i.e. Sp > Rev) within these regions.

o focus on activation differences relative to controls, we subtracted the

ean language activation of healthy controls from patient’s language

ctivation. Finally, a 3 × 2 factorial rmANOVA ( n = 44 complete longi-

udinal data sets) with the factors time (acute, subacute, and chronic)

nd lesion connectivity (high, low) as well as their interaction was per-

ormed using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 24.0.0.0). See SI Table 3 for
5 
ean and standard deviation of all six cells of this rmANOVA. Degrees of

reedom were adjusted according to Greenhouse-Geisser whenever the

ssumption of sphericity was violated as indicated by the Mauchly-test

 p < 0.05). Post-hoc paired t-tests (Bonferroni corrected) were applied

o the same data conditional on significant F-tests. For the main effect

f time this means that we tested subacute > acute, chronic > acute

nd chronic > subacute activation (regardless of lesion connectivity) in

 paired t -test. For the interaction ‘time x lesion connectivity’, we per-

ormed the same tests using the difference of activity in regions with

igh and low (i.e. high - low) lesion connectivity. With this contrast

high - low), diaschisis effects would be signed negative and resolution

f diaschisis would be signed positive. One-tailed tests were performed

ased on our hypotheses, because we wanted to specifically test for in-

reasing fMRI activity over time. Contrasting activity in regions with

igh and low connectivity controls for confounding effects (underacti-

ation caused by hypoperfusion, disturbed neurovascular coupling or

oor behavioral performance). 

To test for differences in the spatial distribution of the regions with

igh and low lesion connectivity, we performed a random permutation

est ( Nichols and Holmes, 2002 ) with regard to the absolute difference

f the occurrence of labels ‘high’ and ‘low’ per voxel. To assess the null-

istribution of this difference, we randomly assigned the labels ‘high’

nd ‘low’ for each patient and computed the maximum difference across

ll voxels within the predefined mask 5000 times. The real difference

with correctly assigned labels) was then thresholded at p(FWE) < 0.05

n the voxel-level (corresponding to an absolute difference > 21 for both

ails). 

.6. Correlation analysis 

To test for behavioral relevance of diaschisis effects, we performed

inear (i.e., Pearson) correlation analysis between diaschisis effect sizes

high > low) and global language performance (i.e. LRS) for all available

atients. Additionally, we tested for correlations between longitudinal

hanges of fMRI activation and changes of language recovery scores. 

.7. Data and code availability 

Unfortunately, the datasets analyzed in the current study may not be

ade publicly available due to the data protection agreement (approved

y the local ethics committees) signed by the participants. Data can be

hared upon request based on a formal data sharing agreement. All used

oftware packages are referenced in the methods section. 

. Results 

.1. Diaschisis effects 

We analyzed fMRI language activation (i.e. Sp > Rev) with respect

o normative functional connectivity to the individual lesion site, be-

ause diaschisis effects per definition must depend on connectivity to

he lesion. 

Language activation in regions with high and low connectivity to the

ndividual stroke lesion was extracted at all three points in time (acute,

ubacute and chronic) separately (see Fig. 4 A and Supplementary Ta-

le 3). To highlight deviations from normal activation patterns, mean

anguage activation from healthy controls was subtracted from patient’s

ctivation. This means, that the dashed baselines at zero in Fig. 4 corre-

pond to normal levels of language activation as seen in healthy controls

hile values below that line correspond to underactivation in patients

ompared to controls. Looking at Fig. 4 A, we saw activation mostly be-

ow the level of controls in both conditions at all points in time. Ad-

itionally, activation was significantly lower in regions with high than

ow normative connectivity to the lesion at the acute time point (paired

 -test, T = 2.3, p = 0.01) corresponding to a possible diaschisis effect.
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Fig. 4. Functional magnetic resonance imaging activation of 44 patients with aphasia. 

Panel A displays longitudinal (acute, subacute, chronic) fMRI language activation (speech > reversed speech) in regions with high (red) and low (blue) lesion connectivity. 

Effect sizes of healthy controls have been subtracted to specifically examine stroke induced effects. The dashed line at zero therefore represents normal activity levels as observed 

in healthy controls while values below that line indicate underactivation. Panel B visualizes the rmANOVA results and shows both factors and their interaction. Results from 

F-tests are shown in parenthesis (n.s. = not significant). Significant differences after Bonferroni correction in the post-hoc t-tests are indicated by stars ( ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < 0.001, 

one-tailed). In both panels, all presented values are mean scaled beta estimates extracted from the fMRI first level analysis (arbitrary units). For display purposes, all data was 

residualized for the subject factor to account for the within-subject design. Central marks of the box represent the median value, the edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles, 

and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not more than 150% of the interquartile range beyond the boxes. Filled circles represent individual data points. 
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n line with our hypothesis, underactivation seemed to be most pro-

ounced at the acute time point in regions with high normative con-

ectivity and to return to normal over time, compatible with the phe-

omenon of resolution of diaschisis. To statistically test our hypothesis,

e performed a 2 × 3 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors lesion

onnectivity (high, low) and time (acute, subacute, chronic) based on 44

omplete longitudinal data sets. Both factors and the interaction ‘time x

esion connectivity’ satisfied the assumption of sphericity according to

he Mauchly-test ( p > 0.05). Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected t-tests were

erformed when a factor or interaction explained a significant fraction

f variance. The results are displayed in Fig. 4 B and Table 1 . 
6 
We found that the factor ‘time’ explained a significant amount of

ariance ( Fig. 4 B, middle panel). Bonferroni corrected post-hoc t-tests

howed a significant increase in language activation from the acute to

he subacute and from the acute to the chronic measurement. This in-

rease might be partially caused by reperfusion of the ischemic penum-

ra. Our main research question, however, was whether increase in ac-

ivation depends on connectivity to the lesion. Although there was no

ffect of lesion connectivity per se ( Fig. 4 B left panel), the interaction

time x lesion connectivity’ explained a significant amount of variance

 Fig. 4 B right panel). This demonstrates that temporal dynamics in lan-

uage specific activation indeed depend on lesion connectivity. Bon-
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Fig. 5. Predefined mask and spatial distribution of regions with high and low lesion connectivity. 

Panel A displays the predefined mask (red) of candidate regions affected by potential diaschisis effects on the group level defined by significantly less activation 

of patients at any point in time compared to healthy controls (conjunction null of two-sample t-tests, p(FWE) < 0.05 at the cluster-level, cluster forming threshold 

p < 0.005). Panel B and C show the spatial distribution (overlap) of regions with high and low lesion connectivity in all 71 patients. Panel D shows differences in 

this distribution between regions with high and low lesion connectivity (random permutation test with 5000 permutations, p(FWE) < 0.05 on the voxel-level). The 

contrast high > low is shown in warm and the opposite contrast in cool colors. Numbers refer to absolute difference in occurrence of the labels high and low lesion 

connectivity. The upper row shows lateral surface renderings of the left hemisphere; the lower row shows renderings of the inferior brain surface. Abbreviations: L: 

left. 
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erroni corrected post-hoc t-tests demonstrated a significantly steeper

ncrease in language specific fMRI activation in regions with high than

n regions with low lesion connectivity from the acute to the subacute

hase. This could be explained by a distinct diaschisis effect in regions

ith high lesion connectivity in the acute phase, which (at least par-

ially) resolves from the acute to the subacute phase. Of note, the sub-

raction of language activation of healthy controls (measured once) from

anguage activation of patients (measured longitudinally) does not in-

uence the results of all statistical tests performed longitudinally. 

We were also interested in the spatial distribution of the regions

ith high and low lesion connectivity in all 71 patients ( Fig. 5 B and 5 C)

ithin the predefined mask ( Fig. 5 A) and indeed found specific differ-

nces ( Fig. 5 D). Regions with high lesion connectivity (where we would

xpect diaschisis effects) were located significantly more frequently in

eft frontotemporal cortical areas, especially in the inferior frontal gyrus

pars triangularis and opercularis), and the middle temporal gyrus, es-

ecially in the posterior portion. Regions with low lesion connectivity

ere more frequently found in the left inferior temporal and fusiform

yri. 

.2. Correlation with behavioral data 

To test for behavioral relevance of the described effects on fMRI ac-

ivation, we performed correlation analyses between differential fMRI

ffect sizes and global severity of aphasia. Since we were particularly

nterested in the interaction ‘time x lesion connectivity’, we performed

inear (i.e. Pearson) correlation analyses between the effect of ‘lesion

onnectivity’ (difference of mean fMRI activation in regions with high

nd low – i.e. high minus low – connectivity to the lesion) with the lan-

uage recovery score (LRS) for each point in time separately (see first

hree columns of Table 2 ). 

We found a significant correlation between LRS and lesion

onnectivity-dependent language activation at the subacute measure-

ent ( n = 67, p = 0.003, significant after Bonferroni correction, see

ig. 6 A). Better language performance (in terms of LRS values) was as-

ociated with higher language activation in regions with high compared

o low lesion connectivity. We argue that low values in this contrast re-
7 
ect a diaschisis effect because they denote less language activation in

egions with high lesion connectivity compared to regions with low le-

ion connectivity. Therefore, the described positive correlation indicates

hat less diaschisis (or more resolution of diaschisis) at the subacute

easurement is related to better language performance. 

As our conclusions are mainly based on longitudinal changes in fMRI

ctivation, we additionally performed correlation analyses between lon-

itudinal changes of fMRI effect sizes and LRS (see last three columns of

able 2 ). Here, we found a significant association between resolution of

he language specific diaschisis effect (i.e. Δ high > low) and behavioral

mprovement ( Δ LRS) from the subacute to the chronic measurement

 n = 50, p = 0.003, significant after Bonferroni correction, see Fig. 6 B).

. Discussion 

This is the first study examining functional diaschisis effects and

heir functional relevance in patients with acute aphasia due to ischemic

troke by combining lesion network mapping with longitudinal task-

ased fMRI. Our hypothesis was that resolution of lesion-distant neural

ysfunction (diaschisis), operationalized by increasing language specific

MRI activation, would be located predominantly in regions with high

ormative connectivity to the lesion site as assessed with resting-state

MRI data from healthy participants. In accordance with our hypothesis,

e found a significantly steeper increase of language specific activation

rom the acute to the subacute measurement in regions with high than

n regions with low lesion connectivity. We interpret this increase in

ctivation as resolution of the diaschisis effect in functional networks

ffected by the lesion. The behavioral relevance of this effect is shown

y a significant correlation between global language scores and the size

f the diaschisis effect at the subacute measurement. Specifically, higher

anguage specific activation in regions with high compared to low lesion

onnectivity was associated with better global language performance.

he link between diaschisis and the language deficit in the early phase

ost stroke is particularly plausible given the spatial distribution of re-

ions with high compared to those with low lesion connectivity ( Fig. 5 D)

hich closely resembled core language regions in the inferior frontal

yrus and the middle temporal gyrus mostly pronounced in its posterior
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Table 2 

Correlation between diaschisis effects and aphasia severity. 

acute subacute chronic acute-subacute subacute-chronic acute-chronic 

r = − 0.11 0.36 ∗ − 0.07 − 0.20 0.41 ∗ − 0.08 

p = 0.44 0.003 0.60 0.15 0.003 0.63 

n = 54 67 50 51 50 41 

Pearson correlation analyses between lesion connectivity specific language activation (i.e. high 

> low) and language recovery score were calculated for each measurement (acute, subacute, 

chronic) and for longitudinal changes between the measurements (acute-subacute, subacute- 

chronic, acute-chronic) using all available data. Positive r-values indicate that higher language 

activation in regions with high compared to low lesion connectivity (i.e. less diaschisis) corre- 

lates with better language performance or that resolution of diaschisis correlates with behavioral 

improvement, respectively. Reported p-values are uncorrected. Asterisks indicate significant 

correlations after Bonferroni correction. Abbreviations: r = correlation coefficient, p = proba- 

bility value, n = number of data points (i.e. patients). 

Fig. 6. Correlation between diaschisis effect and language performance. 

(A) In the subacute measurement, there was a significant correlation between a language specific diaschisis effect ( i.e. high > low lesion connectivity) and language recovery 

score. The positive association means that less diaschisis correlates with better language performance. (B) Improvements in these two measures from the subacute to the chronic 

phase were also significantly correlated. Solid lines represent best linear fit with its 95% confidence interval (dashed lines). Circles are individual data points. Abbreviations: 

r = correlation coefficient, p = probability value, n = number of data points ( i.e. patients), Pat = Patients, Con = Controls. 
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ortion ( Binder et al., 2009 ; Noonan et al., 2013 ; Rodd et al., 2015 ).

ur data suggest that language deficits in the early phase after stroke

re partially caused by functional diaschisis effects in frontotemporal

ore areas for language processing. This means that regions previously

unctionally connected to the lesion site become dysfunctional because

f the missing input from the lesion site. In turn, this leads to less lan-

uage specific activation in these regions. 

Importantly, while previous studies on diaschisis in aphasic patients

ocused solely on subcortical lesions ( Boes et al., 2015 ; Hillis et al., 2002 ;

allar et al., 1988 ; Weiller et al., 1993 ), we here provide evidence for

iaschisis in functional networks mostly affected by cortical infarcts.

urthermore, improvement of aphasia might be partially caused by res-

lution of functional diaschisis. Indeed, the corresponding correlation

nalysis of longitudinal behavioral changes and longitudinal changes

n differential fMRI activation demonstrated a significant association of

ehavioral recovery and resolution of the functional diaschisis effect,

hich, however, was found from the subacute to the chronic phase.

evertheless, our behavioral data ( Fig. 3 ) confirmed the previously de-

cribed pattern of highly dynamic language recovery in the early phase

hich then decelerates over time ( Pedersen et al., 1995 ). We therefore

nterpret our data in the sense that the early behavioral improvement

een in many aphasic patients might be caused by resolution of diaschi-

is to a significant degree. This is in line with previous studies that show
8 
hat resolution of diaschisis occurs mainly within the first days to weeks

fter stroke onset ( Carrera and Tononi, 2014 ; Witte et al., 2000 ). 

In the study of diaschisis, the added value of combining task-based

MRI and lesion network mapping is of particular importance. In pre-

ious studies, task-based fMRI in acute aphasic stroke patients showed

n acute decrease in language specific activation in both hemispheres

hich then resolved over time as a possible correlate of diaschisis

 Saur et al., 2006 ; Stockert et al., 2020 ). Using this method in isola-

ion, however, it remained unclear whether the longitudinal dynamics

n activation (or which part of it) depends on connectivity to the lesion

s one would expect in diaschisis. On the other hand, studies solely us-

ng lesion network mapping demonstrated a relationship between nor-

ative lesion connectivity to Broca’s area and aphasia in patients with

ubcortical lesions ( Boes et al., 2015 ). Yet, in this study it remained un-

lear whether a dysfunction in Broca’s area indeed caused the aphasia.

lternatively, involvement of the lesioned subcortical areas (all func-

ionally connected to Broca’s area) in language processing could have

ed to aphasia. The combination of both methods, as implemented in

ur study, allows demonstrating an acute decrease in activation which

hen partially resolves over time. This resolution is significantly more

ronounced in regions with functional connections to the lesion. In our

pinion, this operationalization of the diaschisis effect and its resolution

s the closest one described in the literature so far. 
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Alternative mechanisms contributing to early post-stroke fMRI acti-

ation changes include hypo- and reperfusion of the ischemic penumbra

 Hillis et al., 2008 ; Hossmann, 1994 ). The current analysis used existing

ata from research projects that primarily aimed at characterizing lan-

uage recovery after aphasic stroke with no specific focus on diaschisis.

herefore, no perfusion measurements were performed. We argue, that

ffects of reperfusion are represented by the main effect of ‘time’ with

n increase of language activity mainly from the acute to the subacute

ime point while the interaction ‘time x lesion connectivity’ specifically

emonstrates an additional lesion connectivity dependent increase in

anguage activity representing resolution of diaschisis. This is based on

he assumption that the dependency of dynamics in fMRI activation on

ormative lesion connectivity (represented by the interaction ‘time x le-

ion connectivity’) cannot be explained by vascular effects because func-

ional networks are independent of vascular territories ( Beckmann et al.,

005 ). It should be noted though, that regions with high lesion connec-

ivity tended to belong to the territory of the middle cerebral artery

hile regions with low lesion connectivity more frequently belonged to

he vertebrobasilar territory (see Fig. 5 D). To address this limitation,

e repeated the original analysis with a small modification. We used

istance maps instead of lesion network maps to define regions near to

he lesion (i.e. in the ischemic penumbra) and remote from the lesion

i.e. outside the ischemic penumbra). Each distance map encodes the

shortest) distance to the individual stroke lesion (see Supplementary

nformation for methodological details). We would expect reperfusion

ffects mainly in regions near to the lesion and not or to a lesser extent

n regions remote from the lesion. The overall results were comparable

o the original analysis (cf. Table 1 ). However, the interaction ‘time x

roximity’ did not reach significance. Therefore, subacute reactivation

as the same in regions near to the lesion (i.e. ischemic penumbra) and

emote from the lesion. Additionally, none of the correlation analyses

analogous to Table 2 ) was significant. In sum, this additional analy-

is could not support the hypothesis, that reperfusion of the ischemic

enumbra was driving subacute reactivation. Similarly, less fMRI acti-

ation in acute stroke patients could also be caused by a failure of the

OLD signal due to an acute disruption of the neurovascular coupling

 Krainik et al., 2005 ). However, by contrasting language activation in

egions with high and low lesion connectivity, we again minimize the

otential impact of such effects because it can be assumed that BOLD-

ailure would affect the whole vascular territory and not only regions

unctionally connected to the lesion. In addition, longitudinal BOLD sig-

al changes in stroke patients have been shown to reflect changes in

eural activity rather than resolution of disrupted neurovascular cou-

ling ( Geranmayeh et al., 2015 ). The same applies to in-scanner per-

ormance. One might argue that acute fMRI underactivation could be

aused by less engagement in the task as in-scanner performance is de-

reased mostly at the acute measurement (see Supplementary Table 2).

hile the main effect of ‘time’ could be interpreted in such a way, our

ain finding of a ‘time x connectivity’ interaction is not impressible by

his argument because a performance associated decrease of activation

ould not dependent on lesion connectivity. 

Finally, we would like to address some limitations of our study. First,

ur interpretation that resolution of diaschisis leads to behavioral im-

rovement is fundamentally linked to the correlation analysis of lon-

itudinal changes in fMRI activation and behavioral scores. In contrast

o our hypothesis, there was no such longitudinal correlation of behav-

oral improvement and the resolution of diaschisis from the acute to

he subacute phase. On the one hand, the absence of this correlation in

ur data might be caused by confounding reperfusion effects. As men-

ioned before, hypoperfusion and reperfusion have an impact on acute

ehavioral performance and therefore partially mask effects driven by

iaschisis and its resolution. Indeed, we found a significant correlation

f mean fMRI activation (regardless of lesion connectivity) and behav-

oral performance in the acute phase ( r = 0.28, p = 0.04, n = 54) in an

xploratory analysis. Although we have argued in favor of the validity

f differential fMRI effect sizes also in the acute phase, these arguments
9 
o not apply to the behavioral data. This might explain the fact that

ur data supports acute resolution of diaschisis in terms of connectiv-

ty specific fMRI reactivation but without correlating with behavioral

mprovement. On the other hand, we found a significant correlation in

he time period between the subacute and chronic measurement. Di-

schisis is expected to resolve mainly within the first days to weeks af-

er stroke ( Carrera and Tononi, 2014 ). Nevertheless, the time period

rom the subacute ( Ø = day 11) to the chronic ( Ø = day 150) mea-

urement partially overlaps with the early post-stroke phase ( ∼ first few

eeks). Therefore, we speculate that the described longitudinal correla-

ion from the subacute to the chronic measurement might nevertheless

eflect behavioral improvement caused by resolution of diaschisis in the

rst few weeks. Alternatively, diaschisis effects might partially persist

ubstantially longer than a few weeks after stroke onset ( DeMarco and

urkeltaub, 2020 ; Price et al., 2001 ) and therefore might render it a

otential target for adjuvant non-invasive brain stimulation in neurore-

abilitation. Second, the present study exclusively considers damage

o gray matter. Future efforts might additionally incorporate structural

onnectome data to identify fiber tracts and corresponding cortical re-

ions affected by disconnection mechanisms due to white matter dam-

ge ( Foulon et al., 2018 ; Fox, 2018 ; Yourganov et al., 2016 ). Third,

n lesion network mapping, lesions are used as regions of interest for

esting-state functional connectivity analyses. However, these regions

f interest follow vascular territories and might thus be very heteroge-

eous in terms of functional anatomy. They range from small lesions

n a single functional network to large lesions spanning multiple func-

ional networks. This might lead to some bias in the corresponding le-

ion network maps which might be less accurate and less meaningful

ith increasing lesion sizes ( Boes, 2021 ). Finally, we exclusively stud-

ed post-stroke aphasia. Yet, our methodological approach might also

e of value for other stroke induced (higher order) deficits or even data

ets featuring multiple behavioral domains. 

. Conclusion 

We combined lesion network mapping and task-based fMRI to exam-

ne resolution of functional diaschisis effects in patients with post-stroke

phasia due to cortical infarctions. We found that resolution of neural

ysfunction, as expressed by an increase of fMRI activation over time

istant to the lesion, depends on normative functional connectivity to

he lesion site. Because this effect was behaviorally relevant, we argue

hat resolution of diaschisis might be a relevant mechanism contribut-

ng to the early fast behavioral improvement often seen in patients with

phasia. Additionally, the presented data demonstrate that lesion net-

ork mapping is a suitable approach to study diaschisis effects based

olely on the lesion location inferred from clinical imaging. 
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